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The Foraker Nonprofit Sustainability Model

Our model proposes that sustainability is an organization’s journey, not its destination. This diagram
shows how the factors are inter-related and how they move from the focal point that we call focus. The
factors, like lenses, help us reflect on sustainability.
Founding purpose and values are part of focus. In a sustainable nonprofit, they don’t change – they are
absolute, almost sacred. Focus reflects the passion of the founders, defining both the core purpose
and the core values that drive and motivate the whole organization. It’s the anchor for everything the
organization does and answers the fundamental question, “Who are we?”
The other part of focus is flexible – it helps us stay relevant and answers the question, “Where are
we going?” That direction is under consistent review. As the external environment changes, it must
be adjusted so the organization continues to move in the right direction and has the greatest impact.
Together, the founding purpose and values, along with a clear direction, provide a focus that is both
true to the founders’ intent and relevant to today’s community.
Moving from focus, the next lenses also are constant in their underlying principles while remaining
flexible as each adapts to current conditions. Organizations that use the lenses as a way to view their
actions become more resilient and are able to:
• Focus on founding principles, making strategic decisions and looking ahead
• Recruit and retain the right board and staff and work together effectively as partners
• Seek and nurture strategic partnerships to maximize impact
•	Assure sufficient unrestricted funds to take advantage of opportunities and handle
emergencies
Using the lenses, you can begin to understand the dynamics of sustainability. Then, and only then, is it
time to develop programs and services. That’s why they are presented at the other end of the diagram.
Programs and services are flexible – they are not sacred activities. One simple way to understand this
is, “what you do is not who you are.” The strategic organization modifies programs and services, drops
them, or adds new ones as it adjusts to the needs in its community – always influenced first by the
factors of sustainability.
Copyright © 2013 by The Foraker Group
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WELCOME

Welcome to the Fifth Foraker Leadership Summit. As a board member, staff, or volunteer, we’re pleased
you’ve committed the next two days to learn, share, and reflect. That’s the purpose of our summits.
This summit is about gaining new perspectives as we navigate the uncertainty of our times. For the
next two days we’ll look again at our “tried and true” tools – and introduce new points of view for you
to consider and integrate into your work.
Every challenge brings opportunity for each of us to consider what is core to our mission and learn
ways to become more innovative in our practices so we best serve our communities. I invite you to be
open to fresh ideas and perspectives. I invite you, too, to be curious about the work of others. Finally,
I invite you to build and strengthen our nonprofit network so that together we can strive for stability,
resiliency, and adaptability with renewed energy and support.
Networking is an important part of every summit. That’s why we planned special breakfast sessions for
each day, the celebratory reception for Monday evening, and the opportunity to use your lunch hour to
catch up with friends and colleagues. If you want to build your core physical strength, join the Tuesday
morning Pilates class. We have also planned some lighter moments – grab a pair of whacky glasses for
the selfie station or find your rhythm at the dance break. Check the conference events page for details.
You can join us virtually during the summit using #AKsummit on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook to
voice your ideas, share your knowledge, and connect with others. We’ll update our social media with
photos and ideas throughout the two days.
We are pleased again this year to provide some of our Partners with the opportunity to convene for
their own organizational discussions. We welcome affiliates of the Alaska Community Foundation, our
Foraker Catalyst and Certificate alumni, grantees from the Mat-Su Health Foundation, and Rasmuson
Foundation Sabbatical recipients.
Our team is ready to make the next two days a rich and worthwhile experience. So jump in and join us.
We promise stimulating and participatory sessions, along with plenty of time to connect with one another.
Finally, please join me in thanking our board, staff, and volunteers, who in partnership with our
sponsors made this summit possible. You’ll find their names in this program.
Again, welcome to the 2017 Leadership Summit.
Best regards,

Laurie B. Wolf, MNPL, CFRE
President and CEO, The Foraker Group
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SPECIAL THANKS TO ...

Our Speakers and Other Participants
The Honorable Byron Mallott, Lieutenant Governor, State of Alaska
The Honorable Ethan Berkowitz, Mayor, Municipality of Anchorage
Jeanne Bell, CEO, CompassPoint
Ashley Dunbar, Core Pilates
David Ehrlichman, Partner, Converge for Impact
Richard Evans, President, EmcArts, Inc.
Rep. Jason Grenn, Alaska House of Representatives
Becky Kendall, Momentum Dance Collective
Dennis McMillian, Founder and Consultant, The Foraker Group
Elizabeth Laa.guen.gei, Kaa Tsáas Medicine Crow, President/CEO, First Alaskans Institute
Katie Orenstein, Founder and CEO, The OpEd Project
Elizabeth Ripley, CEO, Mat-Su Health Foundation
Steve Patty, Ph.D., Founder, Dialogues in Action
David Sawyer, Partner, Converge for Impact
Chellie Skoog, Lead Capacity Builder, The Foraker Group
Rep. Ivy Spohnholz, Alaska House of Representatives
Sen. Natasha von Imhof, Alaska State Senate
Mike Walsh, MPA, Ph.D., Vice President/Director of Public Policy, The Foraker Group
Matthew Waliszek, Orzel Photography
Akaya Windwood, President, Rockwood Leadership Institute
Laurie Wolf, MNPL, CFRE, President/CEO, The Foraker Group

Sponsor Representatives
Alexandra McKay, Vice President of Programs, Rasmuson Foundation
Elizabeth Ripley, CEO, Mat-Su Health Foundation
Kate Blair, Government and Public Affairs Manager, Tesoro Foundation
Kalani Parnell, Director of Organizational Improvement, Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
Steve Williams, COO, The Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority
Leah Boltz, Director of Business Marketing, GCI
Suzanne Rudolph, President, Providence Alaska Foundation representing Providence Health
and Services, Foraker Operations Board Member
Greg Deal, Alaska Region President, Wells Fargo
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The Foraker Governance Board
Jaeleen Araujo, Tom Barrett, Stan Bennion, Deena Bishop, Bruce Botelho, Bryan Butcher, Joe Everhart,
Jeff Jesse, Diane Kaplan, Meera Kohler, Steve Marshall, Kris Norosz, Cory Quarles, Elizabeth Ripley,
Brian Rogers, Geri Simon

The Foraker Operations Board
Stephanie Allen, Lisa Aquino, Jeff Baird, Pearl Kiyawn Brower, Michele Brown, Angela Cox,
Michelle DeWitt, Annette Evans Smith, Rand Hagenstein, Tammy Hansen, Josh Hemsath, Becky
Hultberg, Nina Kemppel, Gabe Layman, Tamera Lienhart, Nancy Merriman, Joan O’Keefe, Megan
Olson, Ira Perman, Suzanne Rudolph, Jaclyn Sallee, Wayne Stevens, Joy Steward, Saralyn Tabachnick,
Tim Thompson, Bill Wright

Staff, Consultants, and Volunteers
Malu Antonio, Andrew Cutting, Bob Churchill, Tor Daley, Kim Erickson, Billy Finley, Joan Fisher,
Nora Ortiz Fredrick, Heather Harris, Karen Harvey, Bruce Hilton, Kathryn Knowles, Caroline Knowles,
Chris Kowalczewski, Suzanne Lagoni, Karen Larsen, Steve Mahoney, Joan McCoy, Dennis McMillian,
Kate O’Brien, Margarita Pelkhe, Sue Riehle, Rebecca Savidis, Raju Shankar, Chellie Skoog, Miranda
Soule, Gretchen Specht, Carlos Tarin, Cyndi Tisher, Mike Walsh, Maura Wharton, Carly Williams,
Jonella Larson White, Laurie Wolf

Conference Reminders:
•

Lunch is on your own – form a networking group or connect with colleagues to make the most of
your time at the Summit.

•

Arrive at sessions on time – this is a courtesy to your speaker and fellow participants.

•

Quiet your cell phone – please place your cell phone on silent or vibrate.

•

Join our social media community – #AKSummit.

•

 etwork with your peers – take the opportunity to meet new people and renew your friendships at
N
the facilitated breakfast sessions each morning and the celebratory reception on Monday evening.

•

Enter the photo area – see information under Conference Special Events.

•

Have fun – thanks for making the Summit a great experience.
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Summit Schedule: MONDAY
MONDAY, APRIL 3
7:00 AM

Registration Opens

7:30 to 8:15 am

Continental Breakfast

			

Breakfast for First Time Summit Attendees

			

Breakfast for Returning Attendees

			Look for a table guide at the entrance to the ballroom to join a group and begin your
summit networking.

			New to the Summit? Join Foraker’s Operations Board members to learn about the
conference and how you can get the most out of it.

			Welcome back! Join a table of your peers to kick-start your conference networking.
We’ll have informal gatherings for board members, executive directors and for other
staff involved with finance, fund development, program management, marketing/
communication, and human resources.

8:15 to 8:45 am	WELCOME
			
			

Greetings from The Foraker Group
Elizabeth Ripley, Chair, The Foraker Governance Board

			Welcome from the Honorable Byron Mallott (video presentation) 		
Lieutenant Governor, State of Alaska and former board member,
The Foraker Governance Board
			Welcome from the Honorable Ethan Berkowitz
			
Mayor, the Municipality of Anchorage
			
Stable, Resilient, Adaptive: Tools to Take Us Forward
			Laurie Wolf, President and CEO, The Foraker Group
			
			
Sponsor Highlight: Mat-Su Health Foundation
			
Elizabeth Ripley, Executive Director
8:45 to 9:15 am	Using the Lens of Sustainability As Our Guide
for the Next Two Days
			

Dennis McMillian, Founder and Consultant, The Foraker Group

9:15 to 10:00 am

How to Be Focused

			

Steve Patty, Ph.D., Dialogues in Action

			There is so much to do. There is so much pulling on our attention all
the time. At some time or another, most of us feel overwhelmed by
the needs around us. How do you know what to focus on? How do
you decide what to give your attention to? How can you tell what
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kinds of strategies will have the most impact? How can you and
those around you stay connected to the meaning of your mission?
This takes focus. This takes the ability to gather, energize, and
mobilize people with focused intention. In this session, we will use a
model for intentionality to create and clarify a sense of aim, method,
and motive. At the end of this session, you will have a model to
focus any initiative you lead. You will also have an articulation of
intention for one area of your leadership that needs more focus.
10:00 to 10:15 am	Let’s Dance
			

Becky Kendall, Momentum Dance Collective

			Often our most complex challenges find new solutions when we
approach them with fresh perspectives. This often requires a shift in
how we see or experience the world, or possibly in how we move within
our space. Join us as we explore how movement can generate new
perspectives that could just help us find solutions we’ve been missing.
10:15 to 10:30 am	Enjoy a Break
10:30 to 11:30 am

How to be Focused – Steve Patty session continues

			Sponsor Highlight: Rasmuson Foundation
			
Alexandra McKay, Vice President of Programs
			

11:30 am to 12:45 pm	Lunch Around Town

			Visit your favorite lunch spot downtown and connect with friends and colleagues.

12:45 to 12:50 pm

Welcome back

			Sponsor Highlight: Tesoro Foundation
			
Kate Blair, Government and Public Affairs Manager
12:50 to 2:45 pm	People Matter
			

Akaya Windwood, Rockwood Leadership Institute

			In our increasingly divided country, good leadership requires us to
build authentic relationships with those who are both like us and
those who differ from us in fundamental ways. Our capacity to
skillfully navigate differences while celebrating our common humanity
is what is needed to create the world we’re all working toward.
			Stories are what make us human - they contain our histories, our
current realities and our dreams of what will come. Prepare to listen
to the stories of your colleagues and partners and to tell a bit of your
own. Let us create a narrative and a vibrant picture of the future and
take strong next steps in making that a reality.
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Sponsor Highlight: Alaska Mental Health
Trust Authority
Steve Williams, COO

			

			

2:45 to 3:00 pm	Enjoy a Break
3:00 to 5:00 pm
			

Afternoon Sessions
Explore in-depth a topic related to sustainability – learn more about
the tools that will propel your mission toward stability and resiliency
and allow you to be more adaptive.

			
Group 1 – Courageous Conversations
			Akaya Windwood, Rockwood Leadership Institute, in the Endeavor
Room, lower level
			It is through good partnerships that we move our work forward. Good partnership
often requires us to have conversations that may be uncomfortable or require some
courage. Becoming skilled in courageous conversations is an important leadership
responsibility, so come prepared to practice having a conversation that is important to
your leadership and your work.			

			
Group 2 – Your Voice in Thought Leadership
			
Katie Orenstein, The OpEd Project, in the Aft Deck, main floor
			

 atie’s session is designed to share the tools of powerful argument, to generate
K
concrete results, and to inspire and cultivate a sense of social responsibility by
empowering participants to see their potential impact on the world. In this interactive
workshop, Katie will address the core questions of thought leadership. Through
games, high-stakes scenarios, and live “thought experiments” this session challenges
participants to think in new and bigger ways about what they know, why it matters,
and how to use it. This session, and all OpEd Project programs, endeavor to test the
best available research and learn from live experimentation. Participants will walk
away with bold ideas, a deeper sense of what they, as well as their colleagues, know
and stand for, and actionable steps. (Participants who attend the interactive keynote
will be eligible to be selected for a complimentary seat to a full-day OpEd Project
“Write to Change the World” workshop.)

			Group 3 – Immunity to Change
			
Steve Patty, Dialogues in Action, in the Adventure Room, lower level
			

Why is it so hard for people to grow, even in the areas where they deeply desire

to grow? Why is it so difficult for each of us to change in the parts of our lives and
leadership we want to change? Have you ever wondered why real and durable growth
is so difficult for us to attain? The task of helping people make progress on life and
leadership challenges is one we all face. To truly change, people must grapple with the
hidden assumptions that complicate their thinking and inhibit their progress. In this
session, we will utilize a technique called “immunity to change” to reveal what’s in the
way of our best intentions. Through the session, we will explore our own competing
commitments and design experiments to test those assumptions and release the
potential within us. We will also explore how to help others identify and engage their
inhibiting assumptions.
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			Group 4 – The Roots of Innovation: Addressing Complex Challenges
			
Richard Evans, EmcArts, in the Quarter Deck, 10th floor
			In this interactive workshop, Richard will engage participants around the complex
challenges that the nonprofit sector faces in a time of rapid and uncertain change.
From the perspectives of both their individual organizations and the sector as a whole,
participants will focus on identifying and exploring complex challenges – the kinds
of challenges that have persisted despite our best efforts, and where there are no
readily apparent “best practices” we can adopt. Participants will question existing
organizational assumptions and identify evidence that contradicts those assumptions,
in order to develop bold new directions for future success, on which new strategies can
be built. Participants will share their new strategic thinking and explore areas of shared
interest in working adaptively toward a thriving future.

			
			
			

 roup 5 – Intentional Revenue Strategy: Committing to What Success
G
Requires in Core Revenue Streams
Jeanne Bell, CompassPoint, in the Fore Deck, main floor
Note: this session will be repeated on Tuesday afternoon.

			Jeanne will facilitate a session to support your focus on the two to three revenue
streams that actually align with and drive your organization’s success. Can you do
better in your core streams and stop dabbling in others that take time but do not yield
sufficient returns? What skills, systems, and culture do you need to invest in to thrive
in your two to three revenue streams? How can you help your whole staff and board
understand your organization’s revenue strategy and its implications for management
and governance? We’ll explore these questions and you will identify some near-term
decisions and investments to strengthen your revenue strategy.

			Group 6 – Assuring a Smooth Transition When You Change Leaders
Dennis McMillian, The Foraker Group, in the Quadrant Room, lower level
			Dennis will lead you through the steps that will assure that your organization
successfully manages the inevitable – a leadership change. Are you ready for planned
change? What about change that isn’t planned? Have you and your board talked about
this? Come to this session with your questions, your ideas, and your next steps. Along
the way Dennis will share what Foraker learned from our transition and some tools you
might consider.

			
			
			

Group 7 – Assessing the Financial Health of Your Organization –
How to Know if You’re in Crisis
Chellie Skoog, The Foraker Group, in the Voyager Room, lower level

			When you come to this session you will take an important step to assure the financial
health of your organization. As a nonprofit leader you are juggling many issues and
concerns. We all know that a stressed organization operating with the best of intentions
can still make ill-advised decisions – especially in the financial arena – and the results
can be damaging. Foraker has developed a new tool to help you spot if you’re in crisis
or coming close to one. Chellie will walk you through the tool and answer any questions
you may have about protecting your financial health and resiliency.

5:15 to 7:00 PM	
Celebratory Reception
			After you’re finished at your breakout session, join us in the Mid
Deck on the main floor.
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TUESDAY, APRIL 4
7:00 to 7:30 am

Core Purpose Pilates

			
			

Ashley Dunbar
Endeavor Room, lower level

7:00 to 8:00 am	Professional Portraits
			Matthew Waliszek will take your photo to use on your website or
for other professional purposes.
7:30 to 8:15 am	Doors open – Breakfast Roundtables
			Look for a table guide at the entrance to the ballroom to join a group
and continue your summit networking.
			
			

Finding Mentors and Building your Support Network
 he Leadership Summit is an excellent opportunity to make new connections and
T
seek out support. Join the Foraker Operations Board to discuss how to navigate

finding colleagues to boost your work at the Summit and throughout your career.

			Foraker Certificate Alumni Reunion
			
Reconnect with your Certificate cohort and other alumni.
8:15 to 8:30 am
			

Welcome to Day 2
Laurie Wolf

			
Greeting from Alaska Legislators (video presentation)
			Senator Natasha von Imhof, Representative Jason Grenn,
Representative Ivy Spohnholz
			Sponsor Highlight: Providence Health
			and Services
			
Suzanne Rudolph, President, Providence Alaska Foundation
8:30 to 10:30 AM	

How to Make Complex Collaborations Work

			

David Ehrlichman and David Sawyer, Converge for Impact

			We live in a world of problems that are so complex — so tangled up with other
problems, so non-linear, ambiguous, and volatile — that they defy solutions and
cannot be effectively addressed by any one organization or even by any one sector.
This session will demonstrate, through a series of experiential exercises, how to
make complex collaborations work, both within organizations and across sectors.
The session will begin with an overview of the network roadmap including key
strategies and design components necessary for effective collaboration. We will then
lead you through an interactive simulation demonstrating how to establish a strong
foundation upon which collaborative efforts can live up to their potential and drive
sustained impact on complex social issues.
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10:30 to 10:45 am	Enjoy a Break
10:45 to Noon	Sponsor Highlight: Wells Fargo
			
Greg Deal, Alaska Region President
			
			

A Path to Resilience: Balancing Stability
and Adaptability

			

Richard Evans, EmcArts

			In a time when resources can seem scarce and risks high, our organizations get
tugged in two contrary directions. Should we hedge our bets, hunker down for
now and focus on trying to develop more stability? Or is this the very time to look
at new ideas, try some experiments, and search for unexpected opportunities?
In EmcArts’ experience over the last ten turbulent years for nonprofits, we’d
say the most generative answer to these questions lies in not being seduced by
either attractor, but rather accepting and exploring the ongoing paradox of these
simultaneous truths. We cannot afford to think of either option as a safe harbor
because any singular approach, pursued on its own, will prove an unreliable and
insufficient response to the conditions we face. The Foraker Nonprofit Sustainability
Model embraces this paradox – the complex challenge of re-invoking our founding
principles (being clear who we are) even as we develop more flexibility around our
direction (knowing we cannot predict nor plan our way into the future). Innovation,
it turns out, is as much about radical renewal as it is about radical departure. And,
fundamentally, it’s about being able to recognize which of these to pursue and when.
The journey, then, really is home. And it’s the strength of adaptive capacity in our
organizations that is the surest sign of our resilience. “We cannot discover new
lands,” said André Gide, “without first consenting to lose sight of the shore.” It is on
this extended journey that our sea change is to be found.

Noon to 1:15 pm	Lunch Around Town
			

Visit your favorite lunch spot downtown and connect with friends and colleagues.

1:15 to 3:00 pm	Sponsor Highlight: Alaska Native Tribal
Health Consortium
			
Kalani Parnell, Director of Organizational Improvement
			
Breaking Bad Habits: Letting Go of What Just
Does Not Work in Individual Fundraising
			

Jeanne Bell, CompassPoint

			
Jeanne will share the findings from two recent national studies she co-authored on
nonprofit fundraising success – one on the endemic challenges many organizations
face, and one on what we can learn from organizations who do it really well. Building
on the data, we’ll explore what is often called a “culture of philanthropy,” or the way
that successful nonprofits approach their year-round cultivation and stewardship
of donors. Participants will have the chance to assess their own current fundraising
successes and challenges and explore practical next steps for strengthening their
fundraising programs.
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3:00 to 3:15 pm	Sponsor Highlight: GCI
			
Leah Boltz, Director of Business Marketing
			
Personal Call to Action: Take Your Next Step
Today
			

Laurie Wolf

3:15 to 3:30 PM	Enjoy a Break
3:30 to 5:00 pm

Afternoon Sessions

			Explore in depth a topic related to sustainability – learn more about
the tools that will propel your mission toward stability and resiliency
and allow you to be more adaptive.
			Group 1 – How to Build Trust for Impact – The Critical Ingredient of
Successful Collaboration
			
David Ehrlichman and David Sawyer in the Fore Deck, main floor
			The single most important factor that determines the long-term success of networks
and collaborative efforts of all kinds is not strategy, structure, systems, or technology,
but rather the quality and strength of the relationships that develop between its
members. Contrary to popular belief, participants in a complex collaboration can build
a capacity for finding common ground—and it doesn’t have to take years. Through
a series of experiential exercises and simulations, our session will demonstrate how
to rapidly and effectively develop trust for impact between diverse stakeholders to
catalyze meaningful collaboration on complex social issues, even despite intense
personal disagreements and professional differences.			

			Group 2 – Intentional Revenue Strategy: Committing to What Success
Requires in Core Revenue Streams
			
Jeanne Bell in the Mid Deck, main floor
			
Note: this is a repeat of Jeanne’s breakout session on Monday.
			
Jeanne will facilitate a session to support your focus on the two to three revenue
streams that actually align with and drive your organization’s success. Can you do
better in your core streams and stop dabbling in others that take time but do not yield
sufficient returns? What skills, systems, and culture do you need to invest in to thrive
in your two to three revenue streams? How can you help your whole staff and board
understand your organization’s revenue strategy and its implications for management
and governance? We’ll explore these questions, and you will identify some near-term
decisions and investments to strengthen your revenue strategy.

			
			

Group 3 – Getting to What Matters: On Designing Evaluation
Steve Patty in the Aft Deck, main floor

			

All of us who work with people need a way both to prove and to improve our impact

in the lives of those we serve. We need data to demonstrate what we are doing is
making a difference. We also need data to illuminate areas where we can get better
and to show us how to get better. Too often we are influenced by a singular anecdote,
an idea like program satisfaction, or superficial metrics that miss the deeper, more
durable, more meaningful aspects of human progress and development. We need
better ways to evaluate what really matters. This session will provide ideas and
models that have been used in hundreds of nonprofits across North America to
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design and implement meaningful program evaluation.

			
			

Group 4 – Facing Our Uncertainty About Uncertainty
Richard Evans in the Endeavor Room, lower level

			Demanding though the work always is, there’s a degree of comfort in the familiar role
of being a heroic leader, where you control most decision-making, provide certainty
and maintain order. In the swirling complexities we now routinely face in our jobs, this
kind of leadership is no longer as useful as it once was: the problems are so wicked,
they say, that no single person, no matter how brilliant, can solve them on his or her
own. But shifting from acting as an authority to serving as an adaptive leader doesn’t
mean letting go of responsibility – in fact, it demands that we assume responsibility
for continued uncertainty, that we facilitate our colleagues’ ability to live and make
progress even in sustained ambiguity, and that we enable unheard voices to contribute
to direction-setting. Adaptive leadership can be creative, thrilling, inclusive and
transformational – if we can let go of old assumptions, adopt an experimental mindset,
and embrace the heat of idea conflict. In this session, Richard will distinguish adaptive
leadership from authority, consider how to lead effectively in complexity, and engage
participants in active rehearsal of essential new leadership practices.

			
			
			

Group 5 – Racial Equity in Alaska: An Interactive Dialogue
Liz Medicine Crow, First Alaskans Institute, in the Adventure Room, 		
lower level

			In this session, Liz will facilitate an interactive dialogue with attendees on racial equity
in Alaska. We’ll engage on what our shared and personal experiences are as Alaskans
and on how racial equity opportunities can contribute to the strengthening of Alaska
and the nonprofit sector.

			Group 6 – Exploring the Public Policy Issues Facing the Nonprofit
Sector and How You Can Become Involved
			
Mike Walsh, The Foraker Group, in the Quadrant Room, lower level
			Mike will highlight the issues being tracked by Foraker and other organizations,
both in Alaska and Washington DC. He’ll explain how these issues can affect your
organization and mission. Bring your questions and experiences to this session. What
are you tracking this legislative year? What issues are you most concerned about?
Where do you need support? Along the way we will share Foraker’s public policy
initiatives and some tools you might consider to increase your ability to become
involved and let your voice be heard.

5:00 pm	Summit Concludes

Thank you for joining us at The Foraker Leadership Summit 2017. We look forward to seeing you at
future meetings, classes, and conferences. And stay connected with us through Twitter, Facebook,
and the Foraker blog.
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Information on Guest Speakers
The Honorable Byron Mallott
Lieutenant Governor, State of Alaska

Byron Mallott’s history of public service began in his ancestral home of Yakutat, Alaska, when
he was elected mayor at the age of 22. He later went on to serve as mayor of Juneau. Byron’s
early start in public leadership has grown into a deep, unique knowledge of all aspects
of Alaskan life, including commercial fishing, aviation, timber, communications, banking,
Alaska Native Corporations and investments. He has served as the president of the Alaska
Federation of Natives, executive director of the Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation, co-chair
of the Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment, chair of the Nature Conservancy
of Alaska, president and CEO of First Alaskans Institute and Sealaska Corporation, and
member of the Foraker Governance Board.

The Honorable Ethan Berkowitz
Mayor, Municipality of Anchorage

Mayor Ethan Berkowitz has lived in Anchorage since 1990. He and his wife, Dr. Mara
Kimmel, have two children, Ziva and Noah. Mayor Berkowitz earned an undergraduate
degree studying government and economics at Harvard University, where he graduated with
honors. He received a Master’s degree from the Scott Polar Research Institute at Cambridge
University and a law degree from Hastings College of the Law. After moving to Alaska, he
worked as an assistant district attorney before serving for ten years in the Alaska State
Legislature, eight as minority leader. As a state legislator he supported fiscal responsibility
and a more comprehensive and sustainable energy policy. In the private sector, Mayor
Berkowitz worked on technology and energy projects, including deployment of fiber optic
cables in Alaska and across the Arctic, and a major geothermal project in Northwest Alaska.

Jeanne Bell
CEO, CompassPoint

As executive director of CompassPoint, Jeanne leads an integrated practice of 22 people
who use teaching, coaching, consulting, peer learning, and research to advance social equity
work in the Bay Area, throughout California, and across the country. She is a leading thinker
and engaging national speaker on nonprofit finance and strategy. Jeanne is also very active
in the nonprofit sector’s infrastructure – committed not only to the success of CompassPoint
and its clients, but to the vibrancy of the progressive sector’s essential scaffolding. To this
end, Jeanne serves on both the board of directors and the editorial advisory board of The
Nonprofit Quarterly and has contributed numerous articles on finance and strategy to
the publication. Other recent publications include UnderDeveloped: A National Study of
Challenges Facing Nonprofit Fundraising and The Sustainability Mindset: Using the Matrix
Map to Make Strategic Decisions (Wiley).

Ashley Dunbar
Core Pilates

Ashley teaches Mat, Reformer, TRX, Barre, and Circuit classes at Core Pilates. She stumbled
upon Pilates after suffering a back injury in 2008 and she was amazed with how it not only
eased her back pain, but it increased her flexibility, overall strength and coordination. After
the first months of practicing Pilates she was hooked and is still amazed at how Pilates can
be customized to benefit any individual no matter what age, gender, or fitness level. She
likes to spend her spare time playing with her 3-year-old son Wyatt, hiking, traveling, playing
sports, and riding horses.
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David Ehrlichman
Partner, Converge for Impact

At Converge for Impact, David works to catalyze others to make their greatest contribution.
Specializing in designing, leading, and evaluating networks and other forms of complex
collaborations, he has helped build impact networks across the environmental, healthcare,
education, economic, and civic sectors.
He was previously the lead Network Manager for the Santa Cruz Mountains Stewardship
Network, as well as the Network Manager for the James Irvine Foundation New Leadership
Network. He recently helped to design and launch the UCSF Health Coordination of Care
Network, the Financial Advantage Network, and the Government Performance Consortium,
and has supported and evaluated numerous other complex collaborations across the
country. He is also the author of multiple published articles in Stanford Social Innovation
Review including Five Steps to Building an Effective Impact Network and The Tactics of
Trust. David holds a B.S. in Management Science & Engineering from Stanford University
and lives in Seattle, Washington.

Rep. Jason Grenn
Alaska House of Representatives

A fourth generation Alaskan, Representative Jason Grenn was born and raised in Anchorage
and graduated from Dimond High School. Having served as President of the Sand Lake
Community Council and on other local boards, Jason has long believed in public service. He
holds a bachelor’s degree in Public Communications from Northwest Nazarene University in
Idaho and a certificate in Nonprofit Management from The Foraker Group. He most recently
served as statewide manager of the Pick.Click.Give. program, and previously worked for the
Anchorage Concert Association, Visit Anchorage, and the Alaska Department of Health
and Social Services. Jason is now serving his first term in the Alaska State Legislature as a
member of the House Finance Committee, with goals to rebuild the public trust and find
a sustainable solution to Alaska’s budget challenges. Jason and his wife Jana have been
married 13 years and are raising three small children in the same neighborhood he grew up in.

Richard Evans
President, EmcArts, Inc.

Prior to founding EmcArts, Richard held senior positions in performing arts management
and philanthropy in the UK and the USA. His research, program design and facilitation
emphasize organizational resilience and adaptive change in the arts and culture sector,
and effective ways that individuals and organizations can lead change in complex adaptive
systems. As a unique service agency, EmcArts designs and facilitates programs that
support individuals, organizations, and communities on their journey to becoming highly
adaptive as they take on their most complex challenges. Programs in the US and Canada
include Community Innovation Labs, which integrate the arts into rigorous processes of
local system change, as well as the multi-city New Pathways for the Arts initiative and Arts
Leaders as Cultural Innovators (ALACI).
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Becky Kendall
Momentum Dance Collective

Kendall is a choreographer, performer, and instructor who thrives on creating movement
based through a collaborative approach. She is the Artistic Director of Momentum Dance
Collective, as well as a Core4 member of the Light Brigade and a 2013 Rasmuson Fellow.
Since receiving her Bachelors of Science in Health with a concentration in Sports Medicine,
Becky has worked with numerous artists in New York, Colorado, Washington, and Alaska
performing with Interweave Dance Theatre of Boulder, the Seattle Bridge Project, On The
Boards productions, and many collaborations with local artists in the Anchorage area. Her
work has been featured in productions by Momentum, the Light Brigade, West and East
High School, and the University of Alaska Anchorage. She has taught modern dance for
local schools and studios including Dance Spectrum Alaska and Alaska Dance Theatre,
and currently serves as adjunct faculty for UAA.

Elizabeth Laa.guen.gei, Kaa Tsáas Medicine Crow
President/CEO, First Alaskans Institute

Liz Medicine Crow, Haida/Tlingit, is from Keex Kwaan (Kake), Alaska. On her Haida
side she is Eagle Tiits Gitee Nei, Hummingbird. On her Tlingit side she is Raven Kaach.
adi, Fresh Water-marked Sockeye Salmon. Her maternal grandparents were Mona and
Thomas Jackson, Sr. of Kake, her paternal grandparents were Lillian and Charles Cheney
of Washington. Her parents are Della and William Cheney of Kake. Her husband, Cloud
Medicine Crow, Hidatsa, is a contemporary American Indian artist. Although she works in
Anchorage, Liz’s heart is always at home in the village with her family and people.
Integrating Native knowledge and values into organizations, governance mechanisms,
and everyday life is a primary passion and responsibility she has pursued through her
education and career. Liz received her BA (BFA Equivalency) from Fort Lewis College in
Durango, Colorado, and her professional degree from Arizona State University College
of Law, graduating with a Juris Doctorate degree and a Certificate in Indian Law. Since
coming to First Alaskans Institute, Liz has served as the Director of the Alaska Native
Policy Center, Vice-President, and now serves as the President/CEO, providing a direct link
for her to be of service to our Native peoples.

Dennis McMillian
Founder and Consultant, The Foraker Group

Dennis is Foraker’s founding President and CEO. After serving as a development officer,
and then as CEO with United Ways around the country, he came to Alaska in 1992 to lead
the United Way of Anchorage. Since then he has worked to build the state’s philanthropic
culture including helping to develop the Alaska Community Foundation. During his
career, he’s trained thousands of professionals and volunteers, consulted and spoken at
numerous conferences including the Council on Foundations, Philanthropy Northwest, and
Independent Sector. Dennis is the author of Focus on Sustainability: A Nonprofit’s Journey,
published by The Foraker Group in 2013.

Katie Orenstein
Founder and CEO of The OpEd Project

Katie writes and speaks frequently about the intersection of media and mythology – that
is, what we think is fact or fiction and how that shapes our ideas about politics, culture,
and history. She has contributed to the op-ed pages of the New York Times, Washington
Post, and Miami Herald. She has lectured at Stanford University and appeared on ABC
World News, Good Morning America, MSNBC, CNN and NPR. A graduate of Harvard (BA)
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and Columbia (MA) universities, she is the author of Little Red Riding Hood Uncloaked: Sex,
Morality and the Evolution of a Fairy Tale. Katie has worked around the world and particularly
in Haiti, where she reported, consulted with the United Nations, and worked with a team
of human rights lawyers to assist victims of military and paramilitary violence in seeking
justice. She is a recipient of The Diana P. Scott Integrity in Action Award and a fellowship
from Echoing Green, which selected The OpEd Project as one of the most innovative social
enterprises worldwide, out of 1,500 applicants.

Steve Patty, Ph.D.
Founder, Dialogues in Action

Steve spent over 13 years as a professor and administrator in higher education before
stepping out of the university to work with nonprofits. For the past ten years, he has been
developing the capacity of agencies that work with people to design strategy, develop
people, and evaluate impact. He has taught thousands of leaders throughout North America
and internationally how to design and implement a kind of evaluation that gets below the
surface and into the heart of human change and transformation. He has also been facilitating
leadership development cohorts for public and nonprofit leaders in the U.S., Canada, and
Europe. He is an author and conference speaker.

Elizabeth Ripley
CEO, Mat-Su Health Foundation

Elizabeth serves as CEO of the Mat-Su Health Foundation, a 501(c)(3) that shares
ownership and governance in Mat-Su Regional Medical Center. Elizabeth volunteers on
a number of advisory boards for corporate philanthropy efforts, has served in leadership
positions for the local United Way and Chamber of Commerce, and has been appointed to
Mat-Su Borough boards and task forces related to health issues and economic development.
Her favorite efforts come through coalition building at the community and state levels
to affect a healthier community and state. Elizabeth has a B.A. from Western Maryland
College and a Masters from Yale University. Elizabeth is currently the Chair of the Foraker
Governance Board.

David Sawyer
Partner, Converge for Impact

David is a strategy guy for a better world, specializing in strategy, leadership, culture,
networks, design, and systems thinking. His work focuses on helping teams, groups,
and organizations function with peak effectiveness to achieve outstanding results. He is
active across all sectors and has played key roles in a variety of fields: education reform,
national service, social entrepreneurship, women and girls, venture philanthropy, and
environmental preservation.
David’s contributions include facilitating The New Generation Training Program and other
national leadership programs, helping to launch the nation’s AmeriCorps program, and
leading a community delegation to the Presidents’ Summit for America’s Future. Sawyer
spent four years working with energy company BP, coaching senior leaders, designing the
cultural integration of the BP/ARCO merger, and facilitating a conference on global climate
change in Washington. He lives in Portland, Oregon.
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Chellie Skoog
Lead Capacity Builder, The Foraker Group

Chellie has over 20 years of management and accounting experience. Originally from
Minnesota, she entered the nonprofit arena and Alaska simultaneously in 2001. Since
that time, she has worked with nonprofit organizations ranging in size from 4 to 400+
employees. Her career includes experience in volunteer management, fundraising and project
management. She is a recent graduate of the 2014 cohort of Leadership Anchorage and the
2015 cohort of the Catalyst for Nonprofit Excellence Program. She is an active member of her
community recently leading initiatives to build the Seward Community Playground, to launch
the Seward Community Foundation, an affiliate of the Alaska Community Foundation and to
raise funds to construct the Seward Community Library Museum. When not working, Chellie
spends her time with her family exploring the great outdoors.

Rep. Ivy Spohnholz
Alaska House of Representatives

Rep. Ivy Spohnholz currently serves the 16th district in the Alaska House of Representatives
and has over 20 years of nonprofit experience. After attending schools in the Anchorage
School District, Ivy received a Bachelors of Arts in Political Science in 1997, and a Masters
of Public Administration in 2014, both from the University of Washington. She returned to
Alaska in 1997 and worked for Abused Women’s Aid in Crisis (AWAIC), the Anchorage
Concert Association, and the Alaska Conservation Foundation. In 2006, Ivy joined UAA’s
development team and raised over $20 million dollars. In 2013, she was appointed as the
Divisional Director of Development at the Salvation Army - Alaska Division. Currently, she
serves on the board for the Alaska Children’s Trust and is the founder of Foster Kids First.
Ivy was also a recipient of the 2009 Alaska Fundraising Professional of the Year awarded by
the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) Alaska Chapter, and the YWCA Alaska’s
2016 “Women of Achievement” award. She lives in East Anchorage with her husband Troy,
her daughters Iris, Maya, and Kim, and her two dogs, Clifford and Pippin. She enjoys skiing,
cycling, hiking, hunting, gardening, and running.

Sen. Natasha von Imhof
Alaska State Senate

As a fourth generation Alaskan, Natasha is deeply rooted in Alaska. Born and raised in
Anchorage, she graduated from Harvard College in 1992 and received her MBA from the
University of Washington in 2007. Natasha’s work experience includes six years with the
National Bank of Alaska as a branch manager and commercial loan officer. Natasha has
spent the last 15 years working as a financial analyst for Latash Investments. Her extended
family is involved with philanthropy in Alaska. Personally, Natasha also has followed her
family’s lead. Between 2009 and 2014, she ran the Atwood Foundation and currently
sits on the board. Natasha has sat on the Rasmuson Foundation board since 2005. From
2012-2015, Natasha served on the Anchorage School Board. She was elected to the Alaska
State Senate in November 2016. Natasha resides in Anchorage with her husband and two
children. In her spare time, she enjoys running, hiking, and reading.
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Mike Walsh, MPA, Ph.D.
Vice President/Director of Public Policy, The Foraker Group

Mike has lived in Alaska for 30 years, most of that time in Fairbanks. He holds a Ph.D.
in Public Policy and Public Administration from Purdue University, an MA in Public
Administration from the University of North Texas, and a BA from the University of Alaska
Fairbanks. Mike served in the administration of Governor Tony Knowles as deputy director of
the governor’s Fairbanks office. He has worked extensively with local nonprofit boards and
agencies on a wide range of policy and management issues. He is a past president of and
currently serves on the board for the Fairbanks Community Food Bank and is board president
for Dance Theatre Fairbanks. His work with Foraker focuses on strategic planning, business
planning, mergers and collaborations, and board training.

Matthew Waliszek
Orzel Photography

Using photography as his creative outlet, Matt’s style is dynamic and personable. He has
captured the cultures of many clients including the Aleut Corporation, First Alaskans, Alaska
Humanities Forum and several corporate clients including GCI and Arctic Slope Telephone
Association Cooperative. Recently, Matt is an alumni of Leadership Anchorage, a civic
engagement program designed to increase cultural and social awareness. He is also the
President of the American Marketing Association, Alaska Chapter.

Akaya Windwood
President, Rockwood Leadership Institute

In her work at Rockwood Leadership Institute, Akaya provides transformative leadership
trainings for nonprofit and philanthropic organizations globally. She is a partner in the
Opportunity Collaboration, an international conference that convenes leaders working
to end poverty, directs the Mycelium Fund, which makes small grants to nonprofit
organizations based on generosity and interconnectedness, and is faculty on the RSF
Social Finance Integrated Capital Fellowship. Akaya has been a featured speaker at the
Stanford Social Innovation Institute, the Aspen Institute, and the Association of Black
Foundation Executives conferences. She received an Ella Award from the Ella Baker Center
for Human Rights, and is deeply committed to working for a fair and equitable global
society while infusing a sense of purpose, delight and wonder into everything we do.
Akaya lives in Oakland, California where she reads science fiction and relishes growing
enormous squash in her garden.

Laurie Wolf, MNPL, CFRE
President and CEO, The Foraker Group

Laurie has worked in the nonprofit sector for almost 30 years and with Foraker for 17
years. Laurie was instrumental in the creation of many of Foraker’s services and philosophy
including the Foraker Nonprofit Sustainability Model. Laurie is passionate about the power
of the nonprofit sector to change lives, improve our environment, secure our economic
opportunities, provide essential arts, cultural and educational experiences, and truly partner
to ensure healthy communities. Born and raised in Anchorage, Laurie is committed to
connecting nonprofit leaders throughout the sector to weave a network of positive learning,
support, and success. Laurie’s passion for the nonprofit sector is equally matched to her
dedication to her family. Laurie finds her own focus through distance running and finding
sunshine in Alaska and beyond.
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Areas for Reflection and Action
The area of sustainability that is a strength for our mission is

The area of sustainability that is the greatest current challenge for our mission is

The new tool or perspective that I am taking from the Summit to improve overall
performance on our mission is
I plan to use this tool or perspective by taking these actions

The new tool or perspective that I am taking from the Summit to improve our
focus is
I plan to use this tool or perspective by taking these actions

The new tool or perspective that I am taking from the Summit to improve our
right people composition and relationships is

I plan to use this tool or perspective by taking these actions
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The new tool or perspective that I am taking from the Summit to improve our
unrestricted cash position is
I plan to use this tool or perspective by taking these actions

The new tool or perspective that I am taking from the Summit to improve our
partnerships is
I plan to use this tool or perspective by taking these actions

Let us know what we can do to support you — perhaps by holding special
briefings on topics that will help you move ahead, by creating new tools, or
by developing a class.

Here are a few suggestions for other actions you can take:
•

Share your action and invite others to join you on Instagram, Facebook, or Twitter, #AKsummit.

•	Engage

your board and staff in conversations about the tools and perspectives you learned the
past two days.

•

Build and strengthen your networks and relationships with key partners.
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conference special events

Celebratory Reception
Please join us following the closing session on
Monday in the Mid Deck on the main floor.
You’ll have the chance to meet our speakers and
sponsors in an informal setting. And, of course,
it’s an excellent opportunity for networking.
We’ll provide hors d’oeuvres and a cash bar will
be available.

Core Purpose Pilates
Ashley Dunbar, Core Pilates
You’ve been strengthening your organization’s
core purpose, now it’s time to work your body’s
core. Join this introductory Pilates class to restore
your balance, find stability, and strengthen your
core muscles. Bring a mat. Comfortable work
clothes or a change of clothes is recommended.

Through the Camera’s Lens
Professional Portrait
Do you need a photo for your professional use?
Come early to the conference (Tuesday morning
from 7:00 to 8:00 am) to have photographer Matt
Waliszek take your headshot. You’ll have access to
the image for any communication and promotional
needs you may have.

Alumni Gatherings
Several alumni groups are holding special
gatherings to catch up with one another.

Snap a photo
Grab your crew and head to the selfie-station!
We’ll have plenty of props to help you creatively
and joyfully express the inner you. The images will
be printed when you upload them to Instagram
using #AKsummit. You can also text the image to
the printer.
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•	Rasmuson Sabbatical awardees will meet

for lunch on Day 1 at the Quarter Deck on
the 10th floor of the hotel.
•	Certificate for Nonprofit Management

alumni will meet for breakfast on Day 2 in
the ballroom – look for signs on the tables.
•	The Catalyst for Nonprofit Excellence

Alumni will meet for Lunch on Day 2 at the
49th State Brewery.

We all lead our organizations more effectively when we
can take advantage of current knowledge and insight.
Over the last year, Foraker has developed new products
based on our research and work in the sector.
We invite you to stop by the information table and pick up
any of these pieces, which are available to you at no charge.
	Indicators of Financial Crisis, our newest assessment
tool that is being launched at this conference. As you
answer a series of questions that have been developed
by Foraker staff, you’ll be able to clearly assess the
financial health of your organization and decide if you
need to take steps to avoid a crisis, or just need to
brush up on some of your management practices.
	Engaging the Sector in the State Fiscal Conversation, a
briefing sheet that includes quick facts, talking points,
and suggested actions you can take to become part of
the solution to the state’s fiscal crisis.
Launched at our 2013 Leadership Summit, Focus on
Sustainability: A Nonprofit’s Journey has become a popular
guide for nonprofits that want to better understand
the characteristics of sustainability. The book has been
extremely popular and copies have sold all over the country.
This year’s summit builds on the concepts outlined in Focus
on Sustainability. The book is available on amazon.com.

	Pay Equity in Alaska, a section of our 2016 Salary and
Benefits Survey that gathered data on pay equity in
the nonprofit sector. This is the first time such data
has been compiled for our state.

Do you want to enjoy more
satisfaction in your job and
better serve your mission?
Consider these Foraker educational opportunities.

One of Foraker’s signature programs is Catalyst for
Nonprofit Excellence. Catalyst is a unique, dynamic
program where you experience your own personal renewal
and can take advantage of a rare opportunity to focus on
yourself while getting the support you need from a cohort
of peers. The application deadline for Catalyst is June 16.
The Foraker Certificate in Nonprofit Management is for
Alaska nonprofit professionals in leadership positions
who want to enhance their management skills and explore
a full range of issues and best practices to use in their
organizations. The application deadline for Certificate is
June 2.
Detailed information, schedules, and application forms
are available at www.forakergroup.org under Educational
Opportunities.

Last year as part of a larger regional report, we identified
capacity strengths and challenges facing Alaska’s
nonprofit sector. The study focuses on four core areas for
capacity building: mission effectiveness, collaboration,
public policy, and use of data and evaluation. The report
is available at www.forakergroup.org under Sector Voice/
Conducting Research.

Please thank our SPONSORS.

Their investments brought you these excellent speakers and fostered the opportunity for
statewide attendance.

Signature Sponsor

Sustainability Sponsors

Focus Sponsors

